ICLE is a self-supporting nonprofit organization, co-sponsored by the State Bar of Michigan and
Michigan law schools. Through a special arrangement between your law school and ICLE, you
have limited access to ICLE’s online resources. Your access requires compliance with these
Terms and Conditions.

Terms and Conditions of Use
ICLE Online Resources
These conditions apply to all uses of ICLE’s Online Resources—ICLE’s Online Books and
Online Library, the ICLE Partnership Online Resources, Archived Webcasts, MP3 Downloads,
and MI Law Online.
By using the resources, you agree to the following:
1. I will use the ICLE Online Resources only for my own legal education as part of a clinical
program, practical class, or other class or research project. I will use these resources only
while enrolled in the law school, and only for the clinic, class, or project for which I received
access. I will not use them for any other purpose, including but not limited to assignments
from a law firm I may work for, or a non-clinic or class group or organization I may
participate in. I will use the individual user name and password assigned to me and I will not
share it with others.
2. I understand that the ICLE Online Resources are copyrighted publications. All rights belong
to ICLE or its third-party contributors.
3. While working on my clinic or class matters and my related education, I may:







Access, search, retrieve and view reasonable, limited portions of the ICLE Online
Resources;
Quote and excerpt from them (with appropriate credit) by electronic cutting and pasting
in the documents I create;
Print out reasonable portions for internal use;
Use the download function to make copies of word processed forms and jury instructions,
and edit them in the ordinary course of handling clinic matters;
Download MP3 files of seminars when available; and
Watch archived webcasts of seminars available in the ICLE Partnership.

4. Other than these permitted uses, I may not share, copy, distribute, display, reuse or
resell the material in the ICLE Online Resources. For example, I may not:



Download, copy, or electronically transmit significant portions (as determined by ICLE)
of these materials except as listed above, or download significant portions to use after I
am not enrolled in the clinic or class
Download or save a copy of the audio/video files for a Webcast, or share my MP3
downloads with others





Obtain material for others not enrolled in my clinic or class
Share my user name and password with others
Create hyperlinks to ICLE materials without ICLE’s prior written consent.
Examples of permitted uses:
 Copying 30 pages of an online book to help with research on a brief
 Using 30 forms from the FormBank for clinic or class matters while you are
enrolled
 Conducting legal research in MI Law Online, and downloading 10 cases for
use in writing a brief or class paper
Examples of uses that are not permitted:
 Printing out copies of or downloading multiple chapters of an online book
 Printing out copies of or downloading an excessive number of forms or HowTo Kits
 Copying a book chapter or a How-To Kit and emailing it to someone else or
posting it online
 Saving forms in case you want to use them after you are not enrolled in the
clinic or class

5. I understand that ICLE provides the Online Resources on an “as is, as available” basis, and
expressly disclaims all warranties, including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose. These services and information do not constitute legal advice, and their
use is not a substitute for my own independent professional judgment.
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